Employment Notice No. 01/2012 (Gr-D) for recruitment in
erstwhile Group-D posts in PB-1 with grade Pay 1800/-

Balance Final Panel
Date of the Panel: 30.01.2015
1. A provisional panel of 50 PH (OH- 13 , HH- 24 and VH- 13 ) and 1814 non –PH
( UR - 831, OBC - 542 , SC - 306 and ST- 135 ) candidates against Employment
Notice No.01/2012 (Gr.D) for recruitment in erstwhile Group –D posts in Pay Band –
1 of 5200 - 20200 with Grade Pay Rs 1800/- was published in May 2014.
2. Another provisional part panel -2 of 09 PH (OH- 04 , HH- 01 and VH- 04 ) and 345

non –PH ( UR - 153, OBC -116, SC -54 and ST- 22) candidates was also drawn on
30.06.2014 and uploaded in the website www.nfr.railnet.gov.in (Gr.D recruitment
under RRC ------ Notification No.01/2012 issued in September 2012 ---- Provisional
part Panel -2).
3. After adjustment of some deletions after the panel, a balance final panel of 24 (UR 11, OBC - 06, SC - 04 and ST- 03) candidates has been drawn on 30.01.2015. Roll
numbers of empanelled candidates (not in order of merit) are given below :
1151011274

3151070790

3151071499

3173042268

5241136224

5251142092

1151012169

3151071126

3161073672

5151121526

5251141946

XXXXXXX

OBC

1262016343

2242022829

2262028873

2262029112

2262029281

4162055637

SC

1133001166

1243009591

1273014521

1273015129

ST

1174003060

2174012366

2174013650

UR

The above panel includes two candidates ( Roll No. 5151121526, 4162055637 ) who
were earlier empanelled, but their medical fitness categories have since been corrected
on further verification.
4. The panel against Employment Notice No.01/2012 (Gr.D) is final. There are no more
Physically handicapped (PH) candidates eligible for empanelment.

5. The candidates bearing Roll No. 2161048458, 2141041267, 5273088041,
5262084791, 5251141389 and 2171054970 who were provisionally empanelled
earlier have subsequently been disqualified on further verification. Candidates have
already been informed .
6. Offers of appointment will be issued by appointing divisions/units in due course.
7. The panel is purely provisional. If it is found at any stage of the recruitment/after
appointment that the candidate does not fulfill all/any of the conditions of eligibility,
his/her candidature/appointment will be cancelled and no appeal against such
cancellation will be entertained.
8. Although utmost care has been taken to upload/publish the details correctly,
RRC/NFR reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent errors at any stage.
9. RRC/NFR regrets inability to entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful
candidates.
10. Cut off marks for Document Verification (DV) and final empanelment
Community/
Category

Cut off marks (out of Cut off marks (out of Qualifying date of birth in case
for
final of equal marks for final
100) for calling for DV 100)
empanelment
empanelment

UR

60.16

60.48

-

OBC

54.33

54.44

26.11.1988

SC

51.16

51.57

25.11.1988

ST

46.15

47.02

-

PH (OH)

66.02

66.37

-

PH (HH)

28.48

29.74

-

PH (VH)

41.75

41.75

-

11. Both the provisional panels provided earlier and this final panel against E.N.No.
01/2012 (Gr.D) are subject to the final outcome of OA no. 172/2014, 220/2014,
241/2014 and 267/2014 pending in CAT/Guwahati.
12. Please visit the website www.nfr.railnet.gov.in for updates.

Chairman
Railway Recruitment Cell

